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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW -- PHILIPPINES


**LEGAL(P) / KF / 5624.2 / C7 / 2018**

BANKING LAW-- PHILIPPINES – EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.


**FIL / KF 5625.51 / B3 / S24 / 2018**

CIVIL LAW – PHILIPPINES – CASES


**LEGAL(P) / KF / 5616.1 / 1949 / L3 / 2018**

CIVIL PROCEDURE -- PHILIPPINES


**LEGAL(P) / KF 5626 / B37 / 2019**

COMMERCIAL LAW – PHILIPPINES


**LEGAL(P) / KF 5625.5 / C37 / 2019**
COMPUTER CRIMES – PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF 5617 / C56 / M66 / 2018

COMPUTERS – LAW AND LEGISLATION – PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF 5617 / C56 / D47 / 2018

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5624.1 / C7 / 2019 / V.3

CRIMINAL LAW -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF 5616.4 / 1932 / A28 / 2018


LEGAL(P) / KF 5624.9 / M32 / 2018


LEGAL(P) / KF 5624.9 / N64s / 2019
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE – PHILIPPINES – CASES


LEGAL(P) / KF 5624.91 / P7 / B37 / 2019

CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION -- LAW AND LEGISLATION -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5616.81 / N3 / 2019

ELECTION LAW – PHILIPPINES -- CASES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5616.9 / E5 / C37 / 2019

EVIDENCE (LAW) -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5627 / E8 / M66 / 2019

EXCLUSIONARY RULE (EVIDENCE) -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF 5624.91/ E8 / D4 / 2019
LABOR LAWS AND LEGISLATION -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5616.7 / L32 / 2018


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5616.7 / T3 / 2018

LAND TITLES – REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5625.33 / T6 / M63 / 2019

LAW – PHILIPPINES -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS


REF / KF / 5622 / S5 / 2018

MONEY LAUNDERING – PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5625.51 / B3 / S24 / 2019
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS -- PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5625.51 / N3 / A6 / 2019

PARTNERSHIP – PHILIPPINES


LEGAL(P) / KF / 5625.8 / P2 / A6 / 2018

PHILIPPINE LANGUAGES – HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.


FIL / PL / 5506 / L66 / 2018

REMEDIES (LAW) – PHILIPPINES

*Remedial Laws of the Philippines: With the Revised Rules of Court in the Philippines (as amended), Related Special Laws, Pertinent Supreme Court Orders, DOJ Orders, and others*, Compiled and edited by CBSI. Lawyer’s edition. Quezon City: Central Book Supply. 1169 pages
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ACCOUNTABILITY OF PUBLIC OFFICERS AND INVESTIGATIONS (BLUE RIBBON)


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/conlr49&i=1333

ACCOUNTS


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/modlr73&i=266


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/arz61&i=8

AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND AGRARIAN REFORM


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/dejur52&i=87

BANKS, FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND CURRENCIES


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/njal10&i=145

BASIC EDUCATION, ARTS AND CULTURE


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/jawpglob65&i=54

CIVIL SERVICE, GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/jpola12&i=617
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS AND REVISION OF CODES
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/drklr67&i=909

COOPERATIVES
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/frdurb45&i=935

CULTURAL COMMUNITIES
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/per18&i=247

ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/camplr38&i=345

ELECTORAL REFORMS AND PEOPLE’S PARTICIPATION
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/germlajo21&i=35

ENERGY
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/colenvlp31&i=13

ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES AND CLIMATE CHANGE
ETHICS AND PRIVILEGES


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/geojlege25&i=493

FINANCE


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/russlj7&i=749

FOREIGN RELATIONS


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/chintersd72&i=38

GAMES AND AMUSEMENT


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/unlvgalj8&i=142

GOVERNMENT CORPORATIONS AND PUBLIC ENTERPRISES


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/decor43&i=563

HEALTH AND DEMOGRAPHY


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/aihlp14&i=290

HIGHER, TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION


https://ejournals.ph/article.php?id=5967
https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/ijsoctu7&i=199

**JUSTICE AND HUMAN RIGHTS**

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/hurighdef25&i=12


**LABOR, EMPLOYMENT AND HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT**

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/yljfor126&i=530

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/walq95&i=477

**LOCAL DEVELOPMENT**

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/utahlr2016&i=113

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/eclawq44&i=209
NATIONAL DEFENSE AND SECURITY, PEACE, UNIFICATION AND RECONCILIATION

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/hulr55&i=751

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/jawpglob85&i=71

PUBLIC INFORMATION AND MASS MEDIA

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/jeeul2018&i=19

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/udetmr96&i=279

PUBLIC ORDER AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/penjuaf5&i=1

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/wmjwl24&i=139

PUBLIC SERVICES

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/pspsy47&i=110

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/ilr104&i=559
PUBLIC WORKS


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/porril19&i=133


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/penv37&i=211

RULES


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/amcomp66&i=708


SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY


https://ejournals.ph/article.php?id=11517


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/erasmus12&i=156
SOCIAL JUSTICE, WELFARE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/valur53&i=367

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/ohiolawr30&i=130

SPORTS

https://ejournals.ph/article.php?id=11512

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/nyujolbu16&i=37

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS, INNOVATION AND FUTURES THINKING

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/iaesal14&i=1109

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/wisint36&i=227

TOURISM

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/rescito14&i=71

https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/cogito11&i=372
TRADE, COMMERCE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/clr118&i=513


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/ajilunbo113&i=40

URBAN PLANNING, HOUSING AND RESETTLEMENT


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/nualsj12&i=93


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/jawpglob69&i=133

WAYS AND MEANS


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/geojintl49&i=1181


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/austraxrum33&i=7

WOMEN, CHILDREN, FAMILY RELATIONS AND GENDER EQUALITY


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/wisint35&i=692


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/cdozo40&i=3065
YOUTH


https://heinonline.org/HOL/P?h=hein.journals/scws27&i=13